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Abstract There has been a recent surge of research output
on magnetophoretic lab-on-a-chip systems due to their
prospective use in a range of applications in the life sciences
and clinical diagnostics. Manifold applications for batch-
mode or continuous-flow magnetophoretic separations of
cells, proteins, and nucleic acids are found in bioanalytics,
cell biology, and clinical diagnostics. To ensure stable
hydrodynamic conditions and thus reproducible separation,
state-of-the-art magnetophoretic lab-on-a-chip systems
have been based on pressure-driven flow (Gijs in Microfluid
Nanofluid 1:22–40, 2004; Pamme and Manz in Anal Chem
76:7250–7256, 2004; Pamme in Lab Chip 7:1644–1659,
2007; Karle et al. in Lab Chip 10:3284–3290, 2010), which
involves rather bulky and costly instrumentation. In a flow-
based system, suspended particles are following the liquid
phase as a result of the Stokes drag, thus being fully exposed
to divergent flow lines around obstacles and pump-induced
pressure fluctuations. To eventually achieve more stable
hydrodynamic conditions, improved control of magnetic
particles, a more compact instrumentation footprint, and
integration of high-performance upstream sample prepara-
tion, this work introduces a novel two-dimensional particle
separation principle by combining magnetic deflection with
centrifugal sedimentation in a stopped-flow mode (i.e., mere
particle sedimentation). The experimental parameters
governing our centrifugo-magnetophoretic system are the
strength and orientation of the co-rotating magnetic field, the
rotationally induced centrifugal field, and the size-depen-
dent Stokes drag of the various particles with respect to the
(residual) liquid phase. In this work, the following set of
basic functional modes is demonstrated as proof-of-concept:
separation of magnetic from non-magnetic particles, routing
of magnetic particles based on control of the spin speed, and
size separation of various magnetic particles. Finally, a
biomimetic application involving the separation of particles
representing healthy cells from a very small concentration of
magnetic particles of a similar size, mass and magnetization
as a immuno-magnetically tagged target cell, for instance
mimicking a circulating tumor cell.
Keywords Centrifugal Microfluidic Magnetophoresis 
Separation  Particles
1 Introduction
The isolation and identification of unique biological cells
of interest from a large population of background cells
remain a challenge in biomedical diagnostics and analysis
(Gijs 2004; Pamme and Manz 2004; Pamme 2007; Pappas
and Wang 2007). For example, the capture and isolation of
rare bioparticles such as circulating tumor cells (CTCs) or
septic bacteria, which may only be present in concentra-
tions as low as 1 cell/mL of blood in an abundant back-
ground of other blood cells, bear an obvious application
potential towards cancer screening and molecular diag-
nostics (Pappas and Wang 2007; Siegrist et al. 2009).
While larger, automated systems, such as fluorescence- and
magnetically assisted cell sorters (FACS and MACS,
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respectively), have been successful, their associated
instrumentation and operation prove to be bulky, complex,
and expensive (Pappas and Wang 2007).
Thus, the development of smaller-scale, microfluidic
cell capture and isolation systems remains of high interest.
Such systems would benefit from the commonly quoted
advantages of microfluidics (e.g., high amenability to
automation, process integration, multiplexing and parall-
elization, substantially reduced sample and reagent vol-
umes, smaller instrument footprint, portability, low costs of
ownership) while possibly gaining additional functionality
over current mesofluidic systems (Beebe et al. 2002; Manz
et al. 1990). However, proof-of-concept of such a system
will only transfer into useful applications, if it can be
integrated with upstream sample preparation (Haeberle
et al. 2006) to form a full-fledged sample-to-answer tech-
nology. In the case of rare cell detection from whole blood,
the platform utilized must also be able to process and
handle the comparatively large blood-sample volumes in a
low-loss fashion to obtain statistically representative
counts of these bioparticles (Siegrist et al. 2009).
A common, general method for biological separation is
the linking of analytes with particles/beads, followed by the
subsequent control and separation. This continues to be a
feasible approach to the problem, and has already found
widespread commercial applications using magnetic par-
ticles (Gijs 2004; Pappas and Wang 2007; ThermoScien-
tific KingFisher; Veridex). Smaller-scale systems have also
been developed, including microfluidic continuous-flow
and magnetophoretic systems (Gijs 2004; Pamme and
Manz 2004; Pamme 2006; Pamme and Wilhelm 2006).
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, all continuous,
microfluidic separation systems shown to date have been
flow-based, pressure-driven systems. However, such
implementations exhibit inherent disadvantages. Initial
particle focusing is an issue, as the microparticles tend to
follow divergent flow lines to compromise resolution.
Moreover, pressure-driven systems, while providing good
control at larger flow rates, tend to be difficult to manage at
low flow rates, which are required for microparticle control
and focusing (Ducrée et al. 2007; Gorkin et al. 2010;
Madou 2002; Madou et al. 2006).
In an effort to overcome these disadvantages, this work
adapts a magnetophoretic system onto a rotational lab-on-
a-disc platform operating in stopped-flow mode. The cen-
trifugal, artificial gravity force propels particles through a
stagnant carrier fluid and separates/routes them according
to their density, size, and magnetic properties in the pres-
ence of a co-rotating, permanent magnet polarized in a
direction perpendicular to the centrifugal force. Apart from
the elimination of (divergent) flow lines, obvious advan-
tages are gained with the centrifugal system as compared to
common pressure-driven schemes, including the simple,
cost-efficient, low-maintenance instrumental setup (‘‘CD
player’’), the ease-of-handling of the disc-shaped substrates
(‘‘CDs’’) that do not require tubing interconnects, and the
freely programmable and inertially stabilized, jitter-free
centrifugal actuation mechanism that features a large force
range and a rotationally symmetric field for facile parall-
elization (Ducrée et al. 2007; Gorkin et al. 2010; Madou
et al. 2006; Burger and Ducrée 2012).
1.1 System concept, design, and advantages
In this work, a magnetophoretic system inspired by the
concepts of Pamme and Manz (2004) was for the first time
adapted onto a centrifugal microfluidic platform towards cell
separation applications. The device works by centrifugally
sedimenting particles in a stagnant carrier fluid through a
magnetic field generated by disc based permanent magnets
(Fig. 1). The novel, two-dimensional, centrifugo-magneto-
phoretic system is governed by the interplay of several
experimental control parameters and forces as follows:
rotational spin speed (controls centrifugal field), particle size
and viscosity of the carrier fluid (affects Stokes drag), particle
density (impacts sedimentation rate), and the geometry of the
separation chamber (controls, for instance, particle residence
time and magnetic field distribution). Moreover, the strength,
position, and orientation of the co-rotating permanent magnet
can also be customized.
The entire system (Fig. 2) is first primed with liquid.
Next, a particle suspension is introduced to the loading
chamber. After mounting of the on-chip permanent mag-
net, the hybrid, microfluidic disc is placed on a spin-stand
motor and rotated at various speeds to centrifugally sedi-
ment and separate/route the particles. The particles first
enter the focusing channel where they are aligned along the
wall distant to the magnet (Fig. 1). Upon leaving the
focusing channel, magnetic particles are immediately
deflected towards the permanent magnet near the opposite
sidewall of the separation chamber. Depending on the spin
speed and their size, the particles either arrive in the cap-
ture notch A (towards low RPM) or the collection reservoir
C (towards high RPM). In contrast, all non-magnetic par-
ticles sediment on straight, radial trajectories through the
separation chamber into reservoir B.
It is worth emphasizing again that sedimentation occurs
without flow; particles merely sediment through the sta-
tionary carrier fluid; therefore, eliminating impairment of
the separation resolution caused by divergent flow lines
and hydrodynamic instabilities. Thus, if these magnetic and
non-magnetic particles are mixed and introduced simulta-
neously, they can easily be spatially separated, even under
low hydrodynamic or mechanical stress (e.g., compared to




Within the wide spectrum of possible system designs
and operational parameters, this proof-of-concept paper
reports on a specific geometrical layout that was chosen to
display several basic functional modes of the centrifugal
magnetophoretic system. In this work, silicone discs are
fabricated and tested to first show separation of magnetic
from non-magnetic particles. Next, separation of different
sizes of magnetic particles is shown, followed by routing of
a fixed type of magnetic particle to a designated location
controlled by the rotational spin speed. Finally, we present
a threefold differential separation of a mixture of non-
magnetic particles and magnetic particles of different sizes.
This particle separation may be regarded as biomimetic of
an actual sample of untagged cells, magnetically tagged
cells and excess tagging particles.
2 Materials and methods
2.1 Device fabrication
The microfluidic devices were designed in AutoCAD
(Autodesk, Inc., CA, USA) and fabricated out of poly-
dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning;
#101697, Farnell, UK) using standard SU-8 soft-lithogra-
phy processes (Xia and Whitesides 1998; Steigert et al.
2007a, b). A two-level, SU-8 mold was created on a bare,
400 Si wafer by first spinning on SU-8 3050 (Microchem,
MA, USA) to a thickness of 100 lm; this first layer formed
the focusing channels and separation chambers (Fig. 2).
The second SU-8 layer was spun on to a thickness of
150 lm and formed the loading chambers. Baking, UV
exposure, and developing steps were performed separately











Fig. 1 a Photograph of a single centrifugo-magnetophoretic separa-
tion device on the disc with relevant features labeled. b Schematic
and magnetic model showing the separation forces present in the
system with calculated trajectories and destinations of three different
particles. The centrifugal force fx and the magnetic force fm are also
displayed, with magnetic field intensity being represented by a color
gradient. Magnetic modeling was done with the program ‘‘FEMM-
finite element method magnetics’’. The Coriolis force is not shown
but it will act opposite to the direction of rotation (i.e., pointing away
from the magnets). c Image of three-way separation of beads at the
opening of the separation chamber as outlined in the schematic. 1-lm
particles have formed ‘‘trains’’ along the field lines and are, therefore,
visible as long streaks, not individual spheres
1cm 
Fig. 2 Photograph of entire disk, showing six microfluidic chambers
with three magnets parallel to each chamber. The magnified views of
the individual chambers can be seen in Fig. 1
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recommendations. Note that each disk contains six identi-
cal separation structures.
After creation of the SU-8 mold, it was cleaned using
UV/ozone for 5 min and then silanized using octadecyl-
trichlorosilane (#O5877, Sigma-Aldrich, IE) vapors for at
least 4 h to promote PDMS release. To prepare the PDMS,
Sylgard 184 curing agent and base were mixed in a ratio of
1:5 by weight, degassed, poured over the SU-8 mold,
degassed again until all bubbles were eliminated, and then
cured in an oven at 70 C for 1 h. The PDMS part was
removed from the mold, and holes, including the center
hole, loading holes, and permanent magnet holes, were
punched and cut out from the disc manually.
Next, stock 2-mm thick polymethylmethacrylate
(PMMA) (#824-632, Radionics, IE) was laser cut into a
standard CD format (12-cm diameter) and cleaned using
isopropanol and DI water. Sylgard 184 curing agent and
base, mixed this time in a mass ratio of 1:20, was mixed,
degassed, and spun onto the PMMA disc at 1,500 revolu-
tions-per-minute (RPM). The PDMS-coated disc was then
cured in an oven at 70 C for 1 h. Finally, the PDMS
microfluidic device, with pre-cut holes, was manually
aligned to the PDMS-coated PMMA base. The PDMS-to-
PDMS bond was enabled by the mismatch in the concen-
trations of the curing agent (Thorsen et al. 2002), thus
forming a practically irreversible bond between the PDMS
layers. Adhesion between the spun-on PDMS and clean
PMMA disc was completely leak-proof at the spin speeds
used in these experiments.
2.2 Spin-stand instrument
To run the separation experiments, a servo-motor coupled
to a stroboscopic visualization system similar to that
already described in the literature (Grumann et al. 2005)
was used for particle flow and tracking during rotation. A
servo-motor (4490 series, Faulhaber, DE) was mounted to a
framed support, and a custom chuck was machined for
securely attaching standard discs to the servo-motor shaft.
A CCD camera (Sensicam series, PCO, DE) was placed
directly above the motor, and a combination of optical
components (Navitar, NY, USA) and controls for particle
visualization were attached to the camera to obtain a
microscopic image; the optical setup also included a
motorized zoom and focus to allow for multi-scale imaging
of features on the microfluidic device. A linear drive was
used to radially position the camera along the disc.
The camera was triggered to capture one frame per
rotation, such that a movie composed of a sequence of still
images taken at the same location on the disc could be
acquired. A custom control box was fabricated to handle
triggering between the motor, camera, and stroboscopic
illumination system; the trigger box also served to control
the circumferential location along the disc for image
acquisition. The combined action of the linear camera drive
and the trigger box provided full control to select the
desired sector of the disc to be investigated and imaged.
The stroboscopic system (Drelloscop 3244, Drello, DE)
utilized a liquid light-conductor for illumination and was
mounted above the disc and to the side of the camera. A
desktop PC (Dell, US) was used to control the spin speed
and sequences of the motor as well as for monitoring and
image acquisition. The custom spin-stand instrument
allowed for real-time movement and magnification, such
that the flow of particles through the microfluidic device
could be tracked. The optical clarity of the PDMS and
PMMA device components, the bright stroboscopic illu-
mination as well as coloring of the particles (Sect. 2.3)
provided adequate contrast for visualization.
2.3 Particle separation experimental materials
Various types of particles were sourced for characterizing
the centrifugal-based magnetophoretic system. The parti-
cles used included polystyrene particles (d = 20.0 lm;
*1.1 g cm-3; #PS, MicroParticles, GmbH, DE), and iron-
core, paramagnetic polystyrene particles of two different
sizes (d = 1.43 and 18.8 lm; *1.7 g cm-3; #PS-MAG-
S1792, #PS-MAG-S1985, and #PS-MAG-S1986, Micro-
Particles, GmbH, DE). The polystyrene particles were
yellow and the magnetic particles were red; this allowed
for easy visualization and differentiation on the spin-stand
instrument and under the bright-light microscope. Particle
sizes will be referred to as 20 lm (magnetic and non-
magnetic), and 1 lm (magnetic) for convenience.
All particles arrived as either 5 or 10 % w/v solutions.
After vortexing and/or sonication to homogenize the sus-
pensions, dilutions of each particle type were made through
a 1:10 ratio of particles to medium. The dilution medium
consisted of phosphate buffered saline (PBS) with 0.1 %
BSA. All particle mixtures were vortexed briefly before
introduction to the disc.
2.4 Biomimetic separation experimental materials
For the biomimetic cell separation experiments, red, 20-lm
magnetic particles were used to mimic cells of a similar
size, mass and iron content which are coated with several
hundred biofunctionalized 1-lm magnetic beads. Back-
ground, untagged blood cells were represented by 20-lm
polystyrene particles as they were of a similar mass as
blood cells and exhibit a different color to the magnetic
particles. Finally, a real-world analytical sample would
exhibit excess tagging particles, in this case 1.43 lm,
magnetic iron cored polystyrene particles. These were also
included in the sample to give a more realistic biomimetic
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blood sample of 20-lm polystyrene beads, 20-lm iron
cored polystyrene beads and 1-lm iron cored magnetic
beads. This sample was then processed through the cen-
trifugo-magnetophoretic system, and 3-way separation was
observed as discussed in Sect. 3.2 (Table 1).
2.5 Experimental protocol and data analysis
After assembly and fabrication (Sect. 2.1), the microfluidic
disc (Fig. 2) was primed with an excess (50 lL) of solution
using degas-driven flow (Hosokawa et al. 2004) and then
placed onto the spin-stand instrument. Nickel-plated, rod-
shaped permanent magnets made of NdFeB (3 mm diam-
eter, 6 mm long) (S-04-10-AN, SuperMagnete, DE) were
mounted on the disc. Next, 2-lL aliquots of the various
microparticle mixtures were placed in the loading chamber
and then centrifugally sedimented through the system; spin
speeds in the range of 225 RPM to 750 RPM were evalu-
ated. A spin speed of 420 RPM was found to feature
optimum separation of particles. The trajectories of the
deflected particles were monitored using the stroboscopic
imaging system described above and total number of par-
ticles trapped in each area was calculated using the theory
of random loose packing (Silbert 2010) where the captured
number of particles was large, and counted under an optical
microscope where the number was small (roughly\20) and
easily visible.
Particle deflection/separation was quantified by calcu-
lating the percentage of particles that ended up in each of
the three chambers with the 1-lm magnetic beads in
chamber A, the 20-lm non-magnetic beads in chamber B,
and the 20-lm magnetic beads in chamber C (Fig. 3).
2.6 Magnetic modeling and measurements
To initially optimize the position and properties of the on-
disc permanent magnet, we simulated the magnetic fields
for various types and positions of permanent magnets
(Fig. 1b) with the software package FEMM (Finite Ele-
ment Method Magnetics (FEMM)). It was found that
magnets producing a high magnetic field gradient would be
needed for this system, and so NdFeB magnets were cho-
sen. It was also determined that three rod-shaped magnets
(3 mm diameter, 6 mm long) placed at a distance of
approx. 2.5 mm from the side and staggered along the
length of the separation chamber would exhibit a suitable
magnetic flux density and field strength of 130 mT. Fur-
thermore, the magnetic field gradient (as a gross linear
approximation) amounted to roughly 50 mT mm-1. The
positioning of the magnets was selected by an educated
guess initially and then further optimized empirically.








A 3 (0.02 %) 0 (0 %) 7.1 9 105 (100 %)
B 16,344 (99.93 %) 1.4 (3.7 %) 0 (0 %)








Fig. 3 Images of captured particles from three separate experiments.
Capture area a 1-lm magnetic beads were deflected strongly due to
their slow sedimentation speed and 100 % trapping was observed.
Capture area b 100 % of the 20-lm non-magnetic beads were




To validate the simulation results, the magnetic field
was also measured using a Gaussmeter (#CYHT201, Chen
Yang Technologies, DE). We measured a magnetic field
strength of 100 mT (±10 %) and a magnetic field gradient
(again as a gross linear approximation) of 30 mT mm-1,
correlating well with the modeled data.
3 Results and discussion
This work focuses on the general introduction of the fun-
damental concept of centrifugo-magnetophoretic separation.
A preliminarily optimized, fixed magneto-microfluidic sys-
tem configuration was chosen from a wide range of possible
layouts to demonstrate various basic functional modes of the
system. Experimental results from the solely particle-based
experiments are first presented, showcasing magnetopho-
retic separation capabilities of our novel system along with
considerations of the relative forces involved. Finally, the
results of biomimetic experiments are highlighted, showing
the high potential for real-world applications (Fig. 4).
3.1 Particle-based results and discussion
We start this section with a brief description of the forces
present in this system to leverage the interpretation of the
subsequently presented experimental results and functional
modes.
3.1.1 Separation forces
Particle motion in the system is governed primarily by the
centrifugal (fx) and magnetic (fM) forces, and to a smaller
extent by the velocity-dependent Stokes drag (fD). At ele-
vated particle speeds (relative to the disc), the rotational
Coriolis force (fC) also plays a role in the particle routing
mechanism (Brenner et al. 2005). Briefly, the Coriolis
force, which acts in the same plane as the disc, forces
particles in a direction perpendicular to that of the cen-
trifugal force and opposite to that of the direction of rota-
tion. In fact, for a sufficient magnitude at high
sedimentation speeds, the Coriolis force may artificially
enhance or counteract the observed magnetic deflection/
routing.
The relative strengths of the forces acting on a single
magnetic particle can be estimated based on known and
observed characteristics of the platform in combination
with the results obtained from the magnetic modeling and
measurements. The following equations describe the
magnitudes of the four forces present in the system:
fxj j ¼ m d x2 ð1Þ
fMj j ¼
vP  vMj j  VP
l0
jðB! rÞB!j ð2Þ
fDj j ¼ 6 p g r0 v ð3Þ





Fig. 4 After introduction of a mixture of yellow, 20-lm nonmagnetic beads and red, 20-lm magnetic beads into the loading chamber, the
system was spun at 420 RPM. A complete, 100 % separation of the beads was observed
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where m is mass of the particle, d its distance from the
particle center to the center of the disc, x is the angular
frequency of the disc rotation, vP and vM are the magnetic
(volume) susceptibilities of the particle and the medium,
respectively, VP is the volume of the particle, B is the
magnetic flux density that arises from the on-chip per-
manent magnet, l0 is the vacuum permeability constant
(1.2566 9 10-6 V s A-1 m-1), g is the viscosity of the
carrier fluid, r0 is the radius of the particle, and v is the
velocity of the particle (Ducrée et al. 2007; Pamme and
Manz 2004).
For the purposes of these calculations, a 20-lm mag-
netic particle with a density of 1.9 g cm-3 is located at the
side of the separation chamber closest to and radially
aligned with the magnet (at a distance from the center of
rotation of about 35 mm). It is worth noting that a particle
at this position experiences a maximum magnetic force,
and a measured magnetic flux density in the order of
100 mT with an approximate linear gradient of around
30 mT mm-1 was used for the calculations. The magnetic
(volume) susceptibility of the particle is assumed to be on
the order of 0.15 (dimensionless) based on previous pub-
lications, and water is the carrier fluid (Pamme and Manz
2004). At a spin speed of 420 RPM, a mean particle sed-
imentation velocity of 137 ± 12.6 lm s-1 was experi-
mentally observed using ‘‘Tracker’’ video analysis and
modeling software (http://www.cabrillo.edu/*dbrown/
tracker/) over four experiments.
Based on these assumptions, an estimation of the
strength of the forces acting on a single magnetic particle is
obtained as follows: fM = 1,500 pN, fx = 480 pN, fD = 26
pN, and fC = 0.09 pN. Thus, the predominant forces are
the magnetic fM and the centrifugal fx forces, while the
Stokes drag fD and Coriolis fC forces are less prevalent. To
better understand the increased ratio between the two
dominant forces (fM=fx ¼ 3:1) in view of the rather mod-
erate deflection angles observed, one must consider the
transient nature of the magnetic force as experienced by the
particle. While the centrifugal force is unidirectional and
high in magnitude along the entire radial length of the
separation chamber (about 20 mm), the particle experi-
ences strong, lateral magnetic-force components only when
in close proximity to the magnet; this strong magnetic force
is thus experienced throughout a radial travel distance
roughly corresponding to the width of the permanent
magnets (3 mm). These crude approximations provide a
3.1-fold higher magnitude and a 6.7-fold reduced interac-
tion interval of the magnetic force with respect to the
centrifugal force. Thus, it can be concluded that in the
time-average over the two forces, their effective impact on
the particle trajectory is comparable and can, therefore, be
utilized to fine-tune the routing of magnetic particles
through the separation chamber.
3.1.2 Separation of magnetic from non-magnetic particles
The fundamental capability of centrifugo-magnetic sepa-
ration is first demonstrated in its most simple variant, the
capture of 20-lm non-magnetic beads, 20-lm magnetic
beads and 1-lm magnetic beads in three separate capture
areas at a spin rate of 420 RPM (Fig. 3). The selective
routing of the beads to designated capture zones roots in
the specific interplay of the centrifugal force fx (1), mag-
netic force fM (2) and the Stokes drag fD (3). The non-
magnetic particles simple follow fx to sediment straight
down the channel. The 20-lm magnetic beads are addi-
tionally impacted by fM to laterally deflect them into cap-
ture area C. And finally, the 1-lm magnetic beads are much
lighter than the 20-lm beads; therefore, they move slowly
through the centrifugal field fx, thus experiencing a greater
deflection by the lateral magnetic field fM into the capture
area A (Fig. 3).
The next stage was the separation of magnetic from
non-magnetic particles. To this end, a mixture of mag-
netic and non-magnetic polystyrene particles of similar
size (*20 lm in diameter) was processed at a low spin
speed of 420 RPM for about 20 min. The results in Fig. 4
feature an excellent degree of accuracy and exhibit 100 %
Fig. 5 Schematic of the centrifugo-magnetic principle as applied to
separating magnetically tagged cancer cells from a background of
healthy blood cells and excess tagging beads. The principle is the same as
the bead separation and shows great promise as a method of separating
cells, e.g., CTCs from a background of healthy cells (color figure online)
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separation of 20-lm non-magnetic from 20-lm magnetic
beads.
The next mixture of particles separated was 20-lm non-
magnetic beads and 1-lm magnetic beads. Both types of
beads followed the same pathway as they did when run
separately through the system (Fig. 3) with 100 % of non-
magnetic 20-lm beads captured ending up in capture area
B and 100 % of 1-lm magnetic beads captured ending up
in capture area A. The initial branching of the bead tra-
jectories upon entering the separation chamber in Fig. 1c
shows the 1-lm beads forming ‘‘trains’’ of beads as they
line up along the magnetic field lines (Melle et al. 2001)
and deflecting to the right-hand magnets, with the 20-lm
non-magnetic beads continuing radially outwards.
It should be mentioned that the Coriolis force fC (4) may










Fig. 6 Results of biomimetic experiments with a large concentration
of 20-lm yellow non-magnetic beads and red 1-lm magnetic beads
representing healthy cells and tagging particles, respectively and a
very low concentration of red 20-lm magnetic beads representing
tagged cancer cells. The position of the images (taken from one of the
five runs) is indicated on the schematic. The separation was done with
a very high affinity, very close to 100 %. Statistical results from the
five runs can be seen in the table above which indicates the average
number of each particle captured in each area. Percentage values are
also given. The fact that this level of separation can be achieved from
a mixed population of three samples shows great promise for applying
this system to separate cells (color figure online)
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separation. However, we selected the rotation such that fC
counteracts fM, thus preventing an enhancement of the
lateral deflection. So the experimental results obtained on
the presented choice of the centrifugo-magnetophoretic
system design with the specified control parameters pro-
vide clear evidence for capability of particle focusing and
separation.
3.2 Biomimetic separation results and discussion
The final set of experiments was performed to mimic the
realistic conditions of extremely rare CTCs suspended in
the blood stream. Typically, one CTC would be present in a
background of around 1,000,000 blood cells. Our biomi-
metic sample consisted of a very high concentration of
20-lm polystyrene beads (‘‘main blood cells’’) spiked with
a minute concentration of 20-lm magnetic beads (‘‘mag-
netically tagged rare cells’’) and a high concentration of
1-lm beads (‘‘excess, i.e., unbound magnetic tagging
beads’’). Note that at this pioneering stage of our research,
the CTC-to-blood-cell ratio chosen is still significantly
higher in our biomimetic sample than in a patient blood to
avoid problems with the otherwise required handling of
large-scale, milliliter volumes on miniaturized lab-on-a-
chip system. The final test consisted of five runs with an
average content per run of *16,300 non-magnetic beads
(20-lm, i.e., mimicking non-target cells), *37 magnetic
beads (20 lm, i.e., mimicking tagged target cells) and
*700,000 magnetic tagging beads (1 lm, i.e., mimicking
unbound magnetic tags).
These samples were separated with extremely high
selectivity (Fig. 6). It was observed over the five runs that
96.3 ± 11.2 % of the 20-lm magnetic particles (repre-
senting CTCs) were captured in the correct terminus C,
there were only a small fraction (3.7 %) of false negatives
(‘‘CTCs in B’’) and\0.1 % false positives (‘‘regular blood
cells in C’’). While this level of error is very small, it would
be an unacceptable amount of error if the system were
scaled up to handle realistic CTC concentrations. The
reason for the error was observed to be non-specific
binding of a non-magnetic bead (‘‘regular blood cell’’) to a
magnetic tagging bead and its resulting routing into
chamber C. This issue may possibly be resolved by suitable
optimization of bioanalytical immuno-binding and block-
ing strategies.
4 Conclusions and outlook
In this work, a novel centrifugo-magnetophoretic plat-
form for particle separation was conceptually introduced
and experimentally investigated. According to their
physical properties, such as size and magnetization, the
distribution of the magnetic field, and the freely pro-
grammable spin speed, the platform is capable of routing
microparticles into one out of three available outlets. For
a chosen system configuration, a set of basic functional
modes was investigated using a range of particle types
and rotational frequencies. In this proof-of-concept
study, prospective cell separation capability was evalu-
ated by biomimetic experiments utilizing particles of
similar mass, size and magnetization as target and
background cells as well as an abundance of 1-lm
magnetic tagging particles. The main advantages of the
simple and robust platform are the very stable hydrody-
namic conditions in the centrifugally enabled, jitter-free,
stopped-flow mode which is unique to the centrifugal
platform. In the future, even multidimensional cell sep-
aration may be enabled.
As established in the literature, the centrifugal micro-
fluidic platform is also well-amenable for powerful sample
preparation, including classic methods such as blood sep-
aration through centrifugation (Cho et al. 2007; Ducrée
et al. 2007; Gorkin et al. 2010; Haeberle et al. 2006;
Haeberle and Zengerle 2007; Madou et al. 2006; Steigert
et al. 2007a, b). This suggests great opportunity towards a
full-fledged, high-performance sample-to-answer system
for a wide spectrum of applications involving a cell sepa-
ration function.
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